249" WIRE WIDTH FOURDRINIER PAPER MACHINE

- APPROX 220" TRIM
- 2500 FEET PER MINUTE

APPROACH FLOW SYSTEM
- PRIMARY FAN PUMP SULZER ZPP52-600 STAINLESS STEEL (CAN-AM #37423)
- SECONDARY FAN PUMP SULZER ZPP51-600 STAINLESS STEEL (CAN-AM #37424)
- UV 800 PRESSURE SCREEN (CAN-AM #37425)
- MS50-VT METSO PRESSURE SCREEN (CAN-AM #37426)
- DORR OLIVER DISC FILTER (CAN-AM #37427)
- LOW DENSITY CLEANER SYSTEM 44 PRIMARY, 8 SECONDARY, 2 TERTIARY (CAN-AM #37428)

FORMING SECTION
- METSO SYMFO STAINLESS STEEL DILUTION CONTROL HEADBOX, WITH ABB DILUTION CONTROL (CAN-AM #37429)
- STAINLESS STEEL FOURDRINIER, 249" WIRE WIDTH (CAN-AM #37430)
- 60' TABLE LENGTH FROM BREAST ROLL THROUGH COUCH
  - FORMING BOARD
  - GRAVITY FOIL
  - VACUUM FOIL
  - FLAT BOXES
- 46" DIAMETER SUCTION COUCH (CAN-AM #37431)

PRESS SECTION
- STAINLESS STEEL COVERED SUCTION PICK UP ROLL (CAN-AM #37432)
- FIRST PRESS TOP SUCTION PRESS (CAN-AM #37433)
- SECOND PRESS WITH CONTROL CROWN BOTTOM ROLL TOP-PLAIN ROLL (CAN-AM #37434)
- THIRD PRESS PLAIN ROLLS (CAN-AM #37435)
- ASSOCIATED VACUUM PUMPS (CAN-AM #37436)

DRYER SECTION
- 52 DRYER CANS SYSTEM (CAN-AM #37437)
- 36 CAN FIRST SECTION
- 16 CAN AFTER DRYER SECTION
- 5' DIAMETER CANS, 100 PSI
- DOCTORS
- STEAM AND CONDENSATE
- OIL LUBRICATION
- STRETCHES
- ENCLOSED HOOD
- ENCLOSED GEARS

SIZE PRESS
- ADDITIVE MAKE UP SYSTEM
- VALMET SIZE PRESS (CAN-AM #37438)

CALENDER
- 4-ROLL OPEN FRAME BELOIT CALENDER, BOTTOM CONTROL CROWN, 2ND ROLL HEATED, 3RD AND 4TH ROLL PLAIN (CAN-AM #37439)
- HYDRAULICS

REEL
- BELOIT HORIZONTAL TRACK REEL (CAN-AM #37440)
• HYDRAULICS

WINDER
• BELOIT 2-DRUM WINDER, REGENERATIVE BREAK ON UNWIND (CAN-AM #37441)
• DRIVES
• HYDRAULICS

ROLL HANDLING SYSTEM
• IN-FLOOR CONVEYOR WITH ROLL ELEVATOR 100" WIDTH (CAN-AM #37442)

PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT
• ABB SMART PLATFORM SCANNER (CAN-AM #37443)
• ULMA VOID DETECTION (CAN-AM #37444)
• FISHER DCS SYSTEM (CAN-AM #37445)
• DRIVES (CAN-AM #37446)
• MCC
• MOTORS
• ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL

MACHINE SPARES
• ASSOCIATED SPARE ROLLS
• SPARE PARTS

COMPLETE ROLL GRINDING SYSTEM
• ROLL GRINDER SYSTEM WITH ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS AND CONTROLS (CAN-AM #37447)

ROLL SPLITTER
• BLACK CLAWSON ROLL SPLITTER, 72X84", WITH HYDRAULICS (CAN-AM #37448)

• ASSOCIATED INSTRUMENTATION, VALVES, PUMPS, PIPING